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The opportunity costs of conservation with deterministic and 

probabilistic degradation externalities 

 

Abstract: This experimental study examines variations in the opportunity cost of conservation in two 

linear appropriation games that include symmetric and asymmetric subject payoffs. In the first game, 

appropriation leads to deterministic degradation in the value of a shared resource. In the second game, 

appropriation leads to both deterministic and probabilistic degradation, introducing endogenous 

uncertainty in the value of the opportunity cost of conserving the shared resource. The results show that 

subjects systematically decrease appropriation the lower the opportunity cost of conservation, and the 

addition of probabilistic degradation leads to further decreases in group appropriation. As conjectured, the 

response of individual subjects to the addition of probabilistic degradation is conditional on their expected 

marginal net benefits to appropriate, which depend in turn on their first order beliefs of others’ 

appropriation. The overall decreases in appropriation due to probabilistic degradation, however, are not 

large enough to offset decreases in expected efficiency due to expected losses in the value of the shared 

resource.  

Keywords: asymmetry · social dilemma · cooperation · laboratory experiment 

JEL Classification: D7 · H4 · C90 

 

This paper has not been submitted elsewhere in identical or similar form, nor will it be during the 

first three months after its submission to the Publisher. 
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The opportunity costs of conservation with deterministic and 

probabilistic degradation externalities 

 
1. Introduction 

This study is designed to complement the earlier literature on common-pool resources (CPRs) 

and public goods settings by examining the mediating effect of deterministic and probabilistic 

degradation externalities on the responses to variations in marginal incentives to appropriate. The 

experimental design examines variations in the opportunity cost of conservation (foregone 

private earnings from appropriation) in two linear appropriation games that include symmetric 

and asymmetric subject payoffs. In the first game, appropriation leads to deterministic 

degradation in the value of a shared resource. In the second game, appropriation leads to both 

deterministic and probabilistic degradation, introducing by design endogenous uncertainty in the 

value of the opportunity cost of conserving the shared resource.  

 The design of the study is motivated by four main observations. First, conservation of 

natural resources generates a public good in the form of ecosystem services. Substantial research 

efforts are currently being undertaken to quantify the economic relevance of such ecosystem 

services (see, for example, Costanza et al. 1997)1 and the loss of ecosystem services associated to 

climate change (e.g. Schröter et al. 2005). Appropriation from natural resources that provide 

these ecosystem services generates negative externalities, referred to here as degradation 

externalities. For example, in the context of climate change, degradation externalities associated 

with deforestation can be understood as the loss of carbon sequestration that the forest would 

have provided. The linear appropriation games used in this study capture the essence of such 

degradation externalities. In these decision environments, a group of subjects appropriate from a 
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resource (e.g. forest), gaining private value from resource units appropriated (e.g. timber), as 

well as group value (representing the ecosystem services) from units left in the shared resource 

(e.g. carbon sequestration). This decision environment relates to earlier experimental studies that 

address settings in which subjects’ decisions can be viewed in the context of negative 

externalities, or preventing a public bad (Andreoni 1995; Sonnemans et al. 1998; Dufwenberg et 

al. 2011; Cox et al. 2013). The goal of this study is not to address the role of positive or negative 

frames in such games. Instead, as discussed below, the appropriation games examined here 

provide a simple and conceptually appropriate setting for investigating behavior as related to 

degradation of ecosystem services. 

 Second, appropriation from natural resources can (endogenously) lead to probabilistic 

losses of ecosystem services beyond the day-to-day deterministic degradation associated with 

appropriation. A particularly relevant example is the probabilistic catastrophic outcomes 

associated with climate change. For example, deforestation induces deterministic damages over 

ecosystem services worldwide, as well as increasing the probability that catastrophic outcomes 

associated with climate disruptions emerge. Other contexts where such probabilistic losses are 

relevant are in biodiversity loss and desertification associated with land conversion. The greater 

the primary habitat that is lost, the greater is the probability that major biodiversity losses or 

desertification process takes place. Motivated by issues of climate change, several previous 

experimental studies have examined the relevance of exogenous probabilities of group losses 

(e.g. Milinski et al 2008; Barrett and Dannenberg, 2012). Other experimental literature, more 

relevant to this study, examines endogenous probabilistic losses. Walker and Gardner (1992) 

introduced an endogenous probability that a repeated play CPR game would end, where the 

probability of ending the game increased in total group appropriation. Dickinson (1998) and 
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Gangadharan and Nemes (2009) address the relevance of an endogenous probability of a linear 

public good being provided. In the “incentive treatment“ in Dickinson (1998), investments in the 

group account increase the probability of provision as well as the size of the group good, 

although even with full cooperation provision is not guaranteed. In Gangadharan and Nemes 

(2009), treatment 7 most closely parallels our study. In this treatment, subjects face both 

exogenous and endogenous uncertainty over the probability of receiving a return from 

investments in the group good. Beyond important differences in the game forms across the 

studies, there are two additional important differences in our study relative to these studies. First, 

we focus on contrasting within-subjects behavior in settings with probabilistic degradation to 

settings without. Second, our comparisons are made in settings in which private appropriation 

benefits are varied.  

The third observation motivating the design of our study is that in many field settings 

conservation decisions are made in contexts of limited information as to the actions of other 

agents. The limitation of information reduces the relevance of group dynamics as a driving force 

of users’ appropriation decisions.2 For example, despite recent efforts to quantify the extent of 

forest degradation and deforestation, land conversion decisions from forest to agriculture or 

pastures by small scale farmers or herders is often undertaken without information on land use 

change by others. Similarly, at the international level, programs designed to encourage 

biodiversity protection face difficulties in obtaining and sharing information across regions on 

the existence and state of different species. From an experimental design perspective, this 

suggests the need to complement the previous literature by examining the influence of variations 

in the marginal incentives to appropriate in decision settings that move away from the context of 

repeated decisions that include feedback about group appropriation. The menu-design 
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incorporated here allows for contrasting own-subject decisions across parameter manipulations, 

while removing opportunities for signaling cooperative intentions, as well as monitoring others’ 

decisions across decision rounds. 

Finally, prior research has argued that collective action and crafting institutions to 

conserve natural resources are often exacerbated by asymmetries in incentives for appropriation 

(e.g. Ostrom, 2009). Thus, we explore the responses of subjects to deterministic and probabilistic 

degradation of a shared resource under varying values of the marginal incentives to appropriate 

in both symmetric and asymmetric settings. 

 

2. The decision settings 

We investigate behavior in what we refer to as the “Deterministic Degradation” game (hereafter 

DD) and the “Deterministic and Probabilistic Degradation” game (hereafter DPD). In addition, 

as in similar studies, we incorporate incentivized belief elicitation for other subjects’ 

appropriation for each of the decision settings (e.g. Offerman et al. 1996; Croson 2007). The 

menu design used in our study is similar to that used in several other studies such as Brandts and 

Schram (2001), who advocate the use of this method as a mechanism to create a rich data set 

related to individual decision making. In this manner, subjects in this study make decisions 

across eight decision settings that vary deterministically and probabilistically the marginal 

incentives to appropriate. The structure of each game, experimental parameters, and marginal 

incentives are discussed below. 
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2.1. The Appropriation game with deterministic degradation 

In the DD game, groups of n agents face allocation decisions between a “Group Fund” and an 

“Individual Fund.” Each group begins with a Group Fund endowment of t tokens, and each agent 

begins with zero tokens allocated to their Individual Fund. Agents simultaneously and privately 

decide how many tokens to move from the Group Fund to their Individual Fund.3 Each token in 

an agent’s Individual Fund has a marginal private benefit of PB ECUs (Experimental Currency 

Units) for the agent, and each token remaining in the Group Fund has a value of g ECUs for the 

group. Parameter PB is therefore the marginal private value of appropriation, which is 

manipulated to generate variations in the opportunity cost of conservation. Each token left in the 

Group Fund has a value of g/n ECUs for each group member. Agents have an equal capacity to 

withdraw up to e tokens from the Group Fund, parameterized so that full extraction by all 

subjects results in a Group Fund of zero tokens. Thus, the Group Fund can be viewed as a public 

good that when conserved yields symmetric benefits of g/n to each group member and 

appropriation leads to a loss in the total value of the public good.  

 In summary, letting 𝑧  denote the amount appropriated from the Group Fund by agent i, 

the payoff to agent i in the DD game can be represented as:  

𝜋 = 𝑃𝐵 ∙ 𝑧 + 𝑡 − ∑ 𝑧     𝑧 ∈ (0, 𝑒)    (1) 

 

where  ∑ 𝑧  is the deterministic loss in the value of the Group Fund caused by the group 

appropriation. Thus, in the DD game, the marginal net benefit from appropriation is: 

 𝑀𝑁𝐵 = 𝑃𝐵 − 𝑔 𝑛⁄         (2)  
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The games are parameterized such that g>PB and (g/n)<PB to create a social dilemma. By 

imposing the condition that g/n<PB for the parameters investigated, the net gain from 

appropriation is always positive. Thus, assuming agents make decisions based on own income 

maximization, each agent has a dominant strategy to withdraw e tokens from the Group Fund. 

The game represents a social dilemma, however, in that the optimum is for all agents to 

withdraw zero tokens from the Group Fund. 

 Clearly, the DD game as described above abstracts from the complex combinations of 

production externalities (as described by Gordon, 1954, and Hardin, 1968), degradation 

externalities, and path dependencies prevalent in the use of natural resources in the field. The 

focus of this study is to isolate to what degree decision makers respond to the tension between 

private benefits of appropriation and the public good externalities produced in maintaining the 

resource. A primary rationale for using this game form is its simplicity. This simplicity allows 

for manipulations in marginal incentives and heterogeneity in incentives that are transparent to 

subjects. Most importantly, the simplicity of DD game also makes it a good vehicle for the 

addition of probabilistic degradation.  

2.2 The Appropriation game with deterministic and probabilistic degradation 

The DPD game adds an additional component of probabilistic degradation to the DD game. The 

instructions of the DPD games included the statement that "for each token removed from the 

initial Group Fund by a member of your four person group there is a 1% chance that the value of 

the final Group Fund is reduced by one-half." Thus, probabilistic degradation is implemented as 

a hazard rate that depends on the aggregate number of tokens moved from the Group Fund. 

Degradation is a loss, L, of 50% of the total value of the remaining Group Fund after all 

decisions are final. The endogenous probability of this loss (degradation) occurring is 𝑃 =
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(𝑝 ∑ 𝑧 ), where p=1%. Thus, each token appropriated from the Group Fund by an agent 

increases by 1% the probability that the value of the final Group Fund is reduced by 50%.4 The 

resulting payoff to agent i in the DPD game is: 

 𝜋 = 𝑃𝐵𝑧 + 𝑡 − ∑ 𝑧 − [L(𝑝 ∑ 𝑧 )(𝑡 − ∑ 𝑧 )]        𝑧 ∈ (0, 𝑒)  (3) 

where the last term on the right-hand side of equation 3 is the additional probabilistic loss from 

appropriation. Introducing the probability of degradation changes an individual’s marginal net 

benefit from appropriation relative to the DD game:  

𝑀𝑁𝐵 = 𝑃𝐵 − − 𝐿𝑝(𝑡 − 2 ∑ 𝑧 )          (4)  

 Thus, in comparison to equation 2, there is an additional third component. Importantly, as 

discussed in more detail in section 2.4, the sign of this component depends on the relation 

between the initial value of the Group Fund, t, and aggregate appropriation, ∑ 𝑧 . Thus, 

introducing the additional component of probabilistic degradation causes the magnitude of 

marginal incentives to appropriate to be dependent upon aggregate group appropriation. In 

addition, as discussed below in section 2.4, for the parameterization with the lowest value of PB, 

the marginal incentives to appropriate in the DPD game are so small that there are two equilibria 

in pure strategies, one with full appropriation and a second with zero appropriation.  

2.3. Game parameters  

All decision settings included groups of four, with an initial endowment of 100 tokens in the 

Group Fund from which each subject could move up to 25 tokens to their Individual Funds. 

Tokens in the Group Fund had a marginal value of 2 ECUs for all decision settings, shared 

equally among group members. As shown in Table 1, all parameter variations arise from varying 

the value of PB, the marginal private benefit of tokens in an agent’s Individual Fund. Relative to 
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a medium value of PB=1, we examine cases where the value of PB is increased (PB=1.4), and 

lowered (PB=0.6) both in the DD and DPD games.  

(Table 1 about here) 

In games with asymmetric incentives, two group members receive a high value of PB 

(1.4) and two receive a low value (0.6). This allows for comparisons between symmetric and 

asymmetric decision settings for subjects with the same value of PB. In addition, the high and 

low values are chosen so that the average value of PB for the asymmetric groups (average PB of 

1) is the same as for the symmetric medium value of PB=1. This enables us to compare decision 

settings based on the average marginal incentives in a group. Relative to previous studies, these 

aspects of the design allows us to more systematically compare appropriation decisions in 

symmetric and asymmetric settings. In particular, previous public good experiments focus on 

only a subset of these comparisons (Bagnoli and McKee 1991; Chan et al. 1999; Fisher et al. 

1995; Tan 2008; Noussair and Tan 2011; Nikiforakis et al. 2012; Reuben and Riedl 2013; 

Fischbacher et al. forthcoming).5  

2.4. Marginal net benefits from appropriation and efficiency  

Given the parameter values shown in Table 1, in the medium PB value for the DD game, the 

marginal net gain from appropriation for each subject is 0.5 ECUs (column 4 in Table 1). That is, 

regardless of the appropriation decisions of other group members, for each individual, extracting 

one token implies gaining 1 ECU privately and foregoing 0.5 ECUs from maintaining the Group 

Fund. As described above, since the marginal net gain from appropriation is positive, the Nash 

equilibrium based on all subjects maximizing their own monetary gains is for all players to 

appropriate up to their individual capacity. Using the same logic for the other parameters 
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investigated in the DD game, PB=1.4 or 0.6, the equilibrium prediction is not changed despite 

the change in the marginal net gain from appropriation, which are 0.9 and 0.1, respectively.  

For the DPD game, net marginal incentives are more complex (column 4 in Table 1). In 

comparison to the DD game, for levels of group appropriation that are sufficiently low (more 

precisely for 2 ∑ 𝑧 < 𝑡), the marginal incentive to appropriate in the DPD game is lower than 

in the DD game. For appropriation levels that are sufficiently high (2 ∑ 𝑧  > 𝑡), the marginal 

incentive to appropriate in the DPD game is higher than in the DD game. For an initial group 

fund with 100 tokens studied here, aggregate group appropriation equal to 50 tokens (𝑡/2) 

becomes a switching-point. In summary,   

for all values of PB;   
𝑖𝑓𝑓 ∑ 𝑧 < 50  𝑀𝑁𝐵 < 𝑀𝑁𝐵

𝑖𝑓𝑓 ∑ 𝑧 > 50 𝑀𝑁𝐵 > 𝑀𝑁𝐵
   (5) 

Equation 4 also implies that if the component 𝐿𝑝(𝑡 − 2 ∑ 𝑧 ) is negative and large (in 

absolute value) relative to the value of PB, the marginal incentive to appropriate in the DPD 

game, 𝑀𝑁𝐵 , can be negative. This only holds for the treatment conditions with a value of 

PB=0.6 in the DPD games (DPD-LowPB and low PB subjects in DPD-Asym). The implication 

is that for these treatment conditions, the dependence of marginal incentives on the level of 

group appropriation leads to the existence of two Nash equilibria in pure strategies: 

iff PB=0.6;    
𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∑ 𝑧 < 30 𝑀𝑁𝐵 < 0

𝑎𝑛𝑑 ∑ 𝑧 > 30 𝑀𝑁𝐵 > 0
    (6) 

Thus, under a PB=0.6 in DPD games there is no incentive to appropriate for levels of group 

appropriation smaller than 30 tokens, and it follows that appropriation of zero tokens becomes a 

Nash equilibrium. For group appropriation levels above 30 tokens, the Nash equilibrium is to 

appropriate at maximum capacity, as in the DD games. For decision settings where PB=1 and 

PB=1.4, it holds that 𝑀𝑁𝐵 > 0 at all levels of appropriation, and thus the Nash equilibrium 
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is appropriating at maximum capacity, as in the DD games. Regardless of the decision setting, 

the social optimum is zero appropriation. 

 In addition to net benefits from appropriation, it is relevant to understand the implications 

of changes in the opportunity cost of conservation (PB) and of introducing probabilistic 

degradation, on economic efficiency (𝜀). For this purpose, in the DD game situations, group 

efficiency is defined in each decision situation j as: 

𝜀 = 𝑃 −  𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑃 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃      (7) 

where 𝑃  is the group payoff in decision situation j, minPj is the minimum possible payoff in j, 

which corresponds to the payoffs at Nash Equilibrium that vary between the different decision 

situations, and maxPj is the maximum possible payoff in j, the social optimum, that is constant 

across all decision situations. Notice that for identical appropriation levels, efficiency varies 

across decision situations through 𝑃 , as well as through the minimum possible payoff, minPj, 

defined by the Nash Equilibrium.  

 For the DPD games, one must account for the potential probabilistic loss of earnings 

resulting from aggregate group appropriation. Thus, in the DPD game, efficiency is calculated 

as: 

 𝜀 = 𝐸 𝑃 −  𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑃 − 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃     (8) 

where 𝐸 𝑃  is the expected payoff based on group appropriation in decision situation j. In all 

DPD games the 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑃  is the payoff in the Nash equilibrium of full appropriation;6 and maxPj is 

the payoff at the social optimum, which is constant across all decision settings. Note, at the 

social optimum the probability of degradation is zero, and if subjects appropriate to full capacity 

there is a 100% probability of degradation. In this latter case, however, because the Group Fund 

is fully exploited, the probabilistic degradation is irrelevant. Finally, notice that for the same 
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level of appropriation in DPD game, expected efficiency will be lower than in the DD game due 

to the probabilistic loss associated with appropriation. 

3. Behavioral conjectures  

Numerous experimental studies conducted over the past several decades have demonstrated that 

individuals’ decisions in a variety of social dilemma situations reflect complex and diverse 

motivations beyond simple self-income maximization (see research summarized in Camerer 

2003; Camerer and Fehr 2006; Ostrom and Walker 2003). Extensive experimental research, 

replicated across multiple cultures, has led to the development of a wide variety of models 

designed to reflect such motivations. For example, based on social norms such as conditional 

cooperation or social preferences (e.g. Fehr and Schmidt 1999; Fischbacher et al. 2001; Cox et 

al. 2008), individuals may cooperate even in one-shot settings. Thus, it is important to unveil 

regularities in subjects' responses to changes in marginal incentives that are outside of the 

equilibria predicted by standard own-income maximization. In this vein, conjectures 1 and 2 

below summarize behavioral hypotheses as related to the treatments examined in this study. 

Conjecture 1 focus on responses to variations in marginal incentives to appropriate (the 

opportunity costs of conservation) within DD and DPD games, while conjecture 2 focuses on 

across game comparisons (DPD vs. DD). 

Conjecture 1: Increasing the private benefit of appropriation will lead to greater 

appropriation from the Group Fund. 

Thus, irrespective of the nature of the degradation imposed by appropriating from the resource, 

subjects will respond to the relative opportunity cost of conservation. More specifically, as 

related to the treatment conditions studied here: (a) within decision settings in which all subjects 
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face the same marginal incentives, increasing the private benefit of appropriation leads to greater 

appropriation from the Group Fund; (b) appropriation by individuals in asymmetric settings with 

higher private benefits to appropriate will be greater than those of individuals with lower private 

benefits; and (c) appropriation in asymmetric and symmetric decision settings will be the same 

for individuals having the same marginal private benefits to appropriate.  

Conjecture 2: If subjects’ expectations of the appropriation levels of the group are 

sufficiently low, ceteris paribus, individual appropriation levels in DPD games will be 

lower than in DD games.  

Conjecture 2 is based on the effect of changes in marginal incentives to appropriate for the DPD 

game as compared to the DD game. As shown in section 2.4, for the parameters considered here, 

sufficiently low expectations of aggregate group appropriation imply expected group 

appropriation of less than 50 tokens.  

3.1. Related literature  

The experimental literature investigating CPR settings has not systematically explored the 

implications of changes in marginal incentives to appropriate. However, numerous studies 

examining provision decisions in public good games  have addressed variations in the value of 

the private fund (e.g., Isaac et al. 1994; Fisher et al. 1995; Falkinger et al. 2000; Brandts and 

Schram 2001). These studies, along with others varying the value of the group fund (see reviews 

in Ledyard 1995 and Chaudhuri 2011), have shown the MPCR, the ratio of marginal benefits 

from the public good relative to private benefit, to be instrumental in explaining variations in 

contributions across groups. This literature investigating the role of the MPCR has primarily 

been in the context of repeated game settings. 
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Turning to behavioral responses to asymmetries in marginal benefits from 

appropriation, recent discussions found in Nikiforakis et al. (2012) and Reuben and Riedl (2013) 

provide an argument that asymmetries in private returns among group members may introduce 

normative conflicts in decision making. In particular, asymmetries induce at least two plausible 

rules for subjects to adopt that would yield different outcomes—namely, equal contributions and 

equal payoffs. In terms of findings from experimental studies, the results are somewhat mixed. 

Margreiter et al (2005) find that in CPR settings with asymmetric appropriation costs, average 

group appropriation is not statistically different from average appropriation in symmetric groups 

with intermediate costs.7 A similar result is found in the public goods study of Fisher et al. 

(1995). There are, however, several studies examining public goods environments that find a 

“poisoning of the well” effect whereby average group contributions for asymmetric groups are 

lower than in symmetric groups (Bagnoli and McKee 1991; Chan et al. 1999; Tan 2008; 

Fischbacher et al. forthcoming). Note, a fundamental difference between these earlier studies and 

the design presented here is that the one-shot nature of our study does not allow for the path 

dependent group dynamics that allow for reputation building in repeated decision settings. Thus, 

given the one-shot nature of our decision setting, void of communication and punishment 

mechanisms, results from previous studies are not directly comparable to our study. We 

conjecture that subjects will change appropriation levels based on changes in their own marginal 

incentives and subjects with higher values of PB will appropriate more. Further, not only will 

subjects with higher incentives appropriate more than subjects with lower incentives and vice 

versa, but they will appropriate at a level equal to that observed in symmetric decision settings 

with the same marginal incentives.  
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Of the limited previous evidence on endogenous probabilistic settings (Walker and 

Gardner, 1992; Dickinson, 1998; Gangadharan and Nemes 2009), Dickinson (1998) is most 

closely related to this study in the sense that he directly compares a treatment condition with 

endogenous probabilistic provision of a public good to a setting with certainty over the value of 

contributions to the public good. In his repeated game setting, Dickinson utilizes group 

contributions from the previous round to form subjects’ expectations of current-round group 

contributions. His results support the conjecture that expectations of marginal per capita return 

have a positive and significant effect on contributions. The menu-design presented here 

combined with the incentivized belief elicitation allow us to explicitly address the relevance of 

expectations of marginal incentives. As discussed in section 2.4, in comparing DD and DPD 

games, the relative size of marginal incentives to appropriate switch at an expected group 

appropriation of 50 tokens. The presentation of results empirically addresses the relevance of the 

threshold of 50 tokens as well as of the expected marginal net benefits to appropriate, 𝑀𝑁𝐵 , on 

the response to probabilistic degradation.  

 

4. The experimental decision setting 

 
The experiment consisted of eight sessions conducted with a total of 128 university students. 

Each session included 8 to 20 subjects. At the start of each session, subjects were presented with 

a packet that included initial instructions (see Appendix A for an English translation of 

instructions), a consent form, and instructions for each of the decision settings with subject-

specific parameters. In addition, the initial instructions informed the subjects that each subject 

would make choices in each decision setting, and their compensation would be based on the 

outcome of one of the decision settings chosen randomly at the end of the experiment after all 
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decisions were final. The decision setting chosen for compensation would be selected by publicly 

picking a card out of a shuffled deck of cards numbered from 1 to 8. Groups of four were created 

based on subject numbers that were assigned randomly and anonymously at the beginning of the 

experiment. Cash earnings depended on each subject’s decisions and the decisions of the other 

three participants in their group. All decisions and earnings were private information. Decision 

settings were described in ECUs with a conversion rate of US$0.34 for each ECU. After 

receiving this information, subjects were asked to read and sign the consent form if they were 

willing to participate in the experiment.  

 After completing the initial instructions, the experimenters reviewed instructions for each 

decision setting. As discussed above, in all decision settings each group began with a Group 

Fund of 100 tokens and each token in the initial Group Fund was worth 2 ECUs. Each group 

member began with an Individual Fund containing zero tokens. Each person’s decision task was 

to decide privately and independently whether to move up to a maximum of 25 tokens 

(0,1,2,3,..., 23, 24, or 25) from the Group Fund to his/her own Individual Fund. Each token that a 

person moved from the Group Fund increased the value of his/her own Individual Fund by 1 

ECU for the DD-MedPB decision setting. The additional DD decision settings were identical to 

the DD-MedPB situation except for the value of tokens moved to a group member’s Individual 

Fund as described in Table 1, including DD-HighPB, DD-LowPB, and DD-Asym(pooled PB).  

 In the DPD games, subjects received additional instructions that explained that for each 

token removed from the initial Group Fund by a four-person group, there was a 1% chance that 

the value of the final Group Fund would be reduced by one-half. The same variations in the 

value of tokens in the Individual Fund were applied in the DPD games, resulting in the 
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corresponding DPD-HighPB, DPD-MedPB, DPD-LowPB, and DPD-Asym(pooled PB) decision 

settings (as shown in Table 1).  

 After the instructions were given for all decision settings, the experimenters displayed the 

parameters for all decision settings using a projector. Concurrently, decision sheets were 

distributed to subjects, who then completed two copies: one to hand back to the experimenter 

once all decisions were final and one to keep until the end of the session. As in Brandts and 

Schram (2001), it was the subjects’ choice to determine the order in which he/she made decisions 

in the eight decision settings. Importantly, the decision for any situation could be revised as long 

as all decisions had not been finalized and handed back to the experimenter.  

 After all appropriation decisions were finalized, and before receiving any feedback 

information, subjects were informed of the forecasting task presented to them as “bonus 

questions.” These would yield additional earnings to be added to their earnings from the first part 

of the session. In this bonus task, each subject was asked to report a forecast of the average per-

person appropriation level for members of their group, for each of the eight decision settings. 

While making their forecasts, subjects had their copy of their decision-making sheet. Belief 

elicitation was incentivized following Croson (2007). If a subject’s forecast of the per-person 

average number of tokens appropriated was equal to or not more than 1 token away from the 

actual average of the other group members, he/she earned an additional US$4.5. If the forecast 

was more than 1 token away from the average, he/she earned US$1.7 divided by the (absolute) 

distance between the forecast and the actual average. For the asymmetric decision setting, 

subjects forecasted the average per-person appropriation of high PB and of low PB subjects 

separately, which was then used to construct the composite per-person forecast of other group 

members. The composite value was constructed for Low-PB (High-PB) subjects aggregating 
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individual forecasts of two high (low) and one low (high) incentive subject and dividing by 3. 

Only the forecast corresponding with the decision setting chosen for computing game earnings 

was used for the bonus payment.8  

 

5. Results 

 
The results provide general support for each of the two conjectures. In summary, higher values 

of PB correspond to higher average appropriation levels, resulting in lower efficiency in use. 

This is true regardless of game type (DD or DPD) and regardless of whether incentives are 

symmetric or asymmetric. Further, as conjectured, subjects respond systematically to the 

addition of probabilistic degradation. On average, appropriation levels in the DPD game settings 

are significantly lower relative to the DD game settings. This effect is mediated by the size of the 

perceived MNB. That is, based on forecasts, subjects who expect the group appropriation to be 

above 50 tokens appropriate significantly more in DPD games relative to DD games. In 

particular, the expected marginal net benefits to appropriate, 𝑀𝑁𝐵 , which in turn depends on 

the expectations on the sum of group appropriation, is a significant predictor of the response of 

subjects to the probabilistic environment. 

Because the decision settings are one-shot and subjects did not receive feedback 

information until all decisions were final, the presentation of results is based primarily on 

individual decisions as opposed to group decisions. Figure 1, panels A and B, presents summary 

information related to average individual appropriation in the DD and in the DPD games, across 

decision settings that vary the value of PB.9 In addition, for each decision setting, Table 2 

includes summary statistics related to average individual and group appropriation, frequency of 

maximum allowable and zero appropriation, efficiency, and forecasts of individual 
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appropriation.10 For both DD and DPD games settings, Table 3 (panels A and B respectively) 

presents the results from paired t-tests on individual decisions across pairs of treatment 

conditions, where bold cells are the relevant comparisons for conjecture 1.  

(Figures 1 and 2 and Tables 2, and 3 about here) 

 Consistent with conjecture 1, panel A in Figure 1 shows evidence in symmetric decision 

settings of a positive relationship between the level of appropriation and the value of PB. As 

shown in Table 3 panels A and B, these differences are all statistically significant in both DD and 

DPD games. Similarly, data presented in panel B in Figure 1 and Table 3 is consistent with 

conjecture 1 for asymmetric decision settings. In the asymmetric treatments subjects with high-

PB values appropriate significantly more than subjects with low-PB values. Furthermore, Figure 

2 shows that for the same value of PB, appropriation by individuals in symmetric and 

asymmetric decision settings is very similar. More specifically, Table 3 shows, in support of 

conjecture 1, that differences in average appropriation are not significantly different for the 

pairwise comparisons of DD-HighPB vs. DD-Asym(PB=1.4) and DD-LowPB vs. 

Asym(PB=0.6), as well as for DPD-HighPB vs. DPD-Asym(PB=1.4) and DPD-LowPB vs. 

DPD-Asym(PB=0.6).11  

(Tables 4, 5 and 6 about here) 

 Conjecture 2 focuses on comparisons of behavior between DD and DPD games. Figure 1 

shows that, in support of conjecture 2, average appropriation in DPD decision settings is lower 

than in DD in all paired comparisons. Paired t-tests in Table 4 show that these differences are 

statistically significant in all cases except for subjects with a low-PB in the asymmetric 

treatment, Asym(PB=0.6). However, when pooling high PB and low PB subjects in the 
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asymmetric treatment Asym(pooled PB), the difference between DD and DPD games is 

significant.  

In further analysis related to conjecture 2, Table 5 presents a first approximation to 

exploring the potential for different responses across subjects to endogenous probabilistic 

degradation, based on subjects' first order beliefs and associated implications for marginal 

incentives. In this OLS analysis, subjects’ change in appropriation between DD and DPD games 

serves as the dependent variable. Using subjects’ forecasts of group appropriation across game 

settings, the estimates in Table 5 includes a dummy variable (DUM>50) that takes a positive 

value for subjects who expect the sum of aggregate appropriation in their group to be above the 

critical threshold of 50 tokens. Consistent with conjecture 2, this variable shows a positive and 

significant coefficient.12 An alternative analysis is to directly address the relevance of the 

expected marginal net benefits, 𝑀𝑁𝐵 . The variable 𝑀𝑁𝐵  in the OLS analysis presented in 

Table 6 is based on equation 4, considering the subject's expected appropriation of the other 

three members in his/her group and his/her own appropriation.13 As conjectured, this variable has 

a significant positive coefficient in all symmetric decision settings. In the treatments with 

asymmetric private benefits, the appropriation by high-PB subjects, Asym(PB=1.4), significantly 

increases in the size of 𝑀𝑁𝐵 , but it does not significantly increase for low-PB subjects, 

Asym(PB=0.6) (p-value 0.108). This suggests that the response to probabilistic degradation on 

subjects' appropriation decisions is more consistent in symmetric decision settings where all 

group members have the same private benefits from appropriation. The results for Asym(Pooled 

PB) are presented in Table 6 for completeness. The lack of a significant coefficient for 𝑀𝑁𝐵  in 

the pooled analysis relates to the variability in responses (substantially different for the 

intercepts) for the cases of Asym(PB=0.6) and Asym(PB=1.4).14 
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 Finally, we turn to the question of economic efficiency. The reported differences in 

individual appropriations between decision settings results in clear differences in efficiencies 

(defined in equations 7 and 8). As shown in Table 2, efficiency levels range from a low of 10% 

in DPD-HighPB to a high of 62% in DD-LowPB.  Consistent with behavior observed in other 

experimental CPR and public good studies, efficiency levels are generally well above 0%, but 

also well below the social optimum. As one might expect, for symmetric decision settings lower 

PB values result in higher efficiency in DD and DPD game settings. Moreover, the probability of 

degradation leads to reductions in efficiencies when comparing DPD to DD game settings, 

despite the lower average appropriation in the DPD game. Thus, subjects do not to sufficiently 

reduce appropriation levels to offset the reduction in efficiency imposed by the expected 

degradation of the Group Fund in the DPD game settings.  

 

6. Discussion and conclusion 

 
This study complements the earlier experimental literature on social dilemmas by examining the 

mediating effect of endogenous probabilistic degradation externalities on appropriation decisions 

under varying opportunity costs from cooperation, including both symmetric and asymmetric 

settings. This research is particularly relevant to understanding behavioral responses to changes 

in incentives for the conservation of ecosystem services associated with the maintenance of 

natural resources in settings where group cooperation determine the emergence of probabilistic 

losses. Salient examples are climate change mitigation and conservation of biodiversity.  

The results support the conclusion that the higher the private marginal incentives to 

appropriate, the higher the appropriation levels, resulting in lower efficiency in use of the 

resource. By extending the scope of analysis to appropriation games, as well a setting that does 
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not allow for group dynamics nor opportunities for signaling cooperative intentions, this result 

provides a robustness test of the findings from the public goods literature on the role of MPCR in 

determining levels of cooperation. Further, as conjectured, for the same marginal incentives, 

appropriation levels in symmetric and asymmetric settings are not significantly different. This 

finding supports the observation by Fisher et al. (1995) and Margreiter et al (2005) that subjects 

appear to respond primarily to their own marginal benefits.  

 In comparing settings with both deterministic and probabilistic degradation to those with 

only deterministic degradation, subjects who believe that the shared resource will be 

substantially exploited, and therefore benefits from their own conservation rather small, face 

stronger marginal incentives to appropriate. The results show that these subjects appropriate at 

higher levels in decision settings with probabilistic degradation. The opposite holds true for 

subjects who believe that other group members will refrain from appropriation and manage to 

sustain the resource at a high level. Thus, evidence is found that subjects' first order beliefs 

condition their responses to probabilistic degradation. In addition, relative to actual appropriation 

levels in the experiment, forecasts of others’ appropriation on average are biased upwards, 

revealing a tendency for pessimism regarding the expected cooperativeness of other group 

members. Even with this upward bias in expectations, average group appropriation is lower in 

games that include probabilistic degradation. Thus, introducing probabilistic degradation 

increases average cooperation. This increased cooperation, however, is not large enough to offset 

losses in expected efficiency due to probabilistic degradation. 

 This study builds on earlier experimental studies on social dilemmas by examining a 

stark institutional setting where users are not capable of adopting institutions that facilitate 

cooperation over time. Gaining an understanding of individual responses to changes in the 
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relative value of the resource, and consequently the opportunity cost of conservation, as well as 

responses to the introduction of probabilistic losses, is fundamental in designing programs whose 

intention is to ameliorate inefficiencies and/or avoid the destruction of natural resources and the 

ecosystem services provided by the resource.  

Notes

1 Also see the Economics of Ecosystems and Biodiversity global initiative [http://www.teebweb.org/]; the UK 

National Ecosystem Assessment [http://uknea.unep-wcmc.org ]; the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 

[http://www.unep.org/maweb/]; or the Ecosystem Services for Poverty Alleviation [http://www.espa.ac.uk/]. 

2 It might be argued that equivalent information could be derived from decisions in the first round of a repeated 

game. Yet, the first-round decision of subjects in this context might be confounded with strategic signaling of 

willingness to engage in cooperative play. 

3 This game builds on the appropriation game presented by Cox et al (2013). Other studies using similar games but 

addressing framing differences between linear provision and appropriation games are Andreoni (1995), Sonnemans 

et al. (1998) and  Dufwenberg et al. (2011). 

4 A 50% reduction in the value of the Group Fund was implemented to avoid the extreme case of a 100% reduction, 

while maintaining a reduction that had important implications for experimental earnings. In addition, for 

experimental control and simplicity, the capacity to appropriate (e) was set equal to 25, as described in section 2.3. 

Therefore, if all subjects appropriate up to their capacity, the result is a 100% chance of probabilistic degradation. 

Note, therefore, that the parameters of the DPD game imply settings with substantial probabilistic losses.  

5 Other, less similar, experimental settings provide further evidence related to heterogeneities and levels of 

cooperation (see Marwell and Ames 1979; Ahn et al. 2007; Reuben and Riedl 2009). 

6 Note that although the DPD game has two Nash equilibria when PB=0.6, the minimum and maximum possible 

group payoffs used for calculating efficiency are not affected. The minimum payoffs are still those of the Nash 

equilibrium with appropriation up to capacity.  

7 Examining the effects of asymmetries in appropriation games has focused primarily on players’ positions rather 

than marginal incentives. Hackett et al. (1994) and Holahan (2011) examine CPR settings where subjects have 
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communication or voting opportunities to facilitate cooperation, where subjects receive differential returns from 

agreements that are linked to the capacity to appropriate. Cardenas et al. (2011) and Janssen et al. (2012) 

examine settings where CPR users face sequential decisions, introducing asymmetries through the position 

(order) each subject has in making appropriation decisions. 

8 Average earnings (in US$), including the forecast bonus, were for the DD games 13.96 (DD-MedPB), 14.83 

(DD-HighPB), 13.40 (DD-LowPB), 16.22 (DD-Asym(PB=1.4)), and 11.36 (DD-Asym(PB=0.6)). For the DPD 

games, average earnings, with the forecast bonus, were 9.71 (DPD-MedPB), 11.61 (DPD-HighPB), 9.36 (DPD-

LowPB), 11.71 (DPD-Asym(PB=1.4)), and 7.44 (DPD-Asym(PB=0.6)). In addition to these experimental 

earnings, subjects received a show-up payment of $2.83. 

9 Using our notation, the baseline appropriation game of Cox et al. (2013) is parameterized with PB=1 and g=3. 

Based on the relative value of g/PB=3/1, our decision setting LowPB (where g/h= 2/0.6=3.33) comes closest to 

matching the marginal incentives in their appropriation game. Cox et al. observe an average individual 

appropriation of 38.1% of maximum appropriation capacity, nearly identical to the 37.8% observed in LowPB 

decision setting in our study. 

10 Across all decision settings, 18.26% of the forecasts of the per-person appropriation of other group members 

are identical to the decision makers’ own decision. Table 2 shows that the mean forecasts of others’ individual 

appropriation levels (potentially ranging between 0–25) follow a pattern across decision settings that is very 

similar to the pattern observed for average individual appropriation levels. However, across all decision settings, 

there is a clear “upward shift” in average per-person forecasts relative to actual appropriation levels. Thus, on 

average subjects’ beliefs of the cooperative behavior of other group members are overly pessimistic. Further, for 

the same value of PB, forecasts for symmetric and asymmetric decisions are very similar; and lower for the 

DPD games relative to the DD games. 

11 Other results regarding the average group effect in asymmetric decision settings are somewhat mixed. As 

shown in Table 3 panel A for the DD game, average appropriation in the asymmetric decision settings with an 

average value of PB=1 (DD-Asym(pooled PB)) is not statistically different to that of symmetric decision 

settings where PB=1 (DD-MedPB). However, for the same decision settings in the DPD game, as shown in 

Table 3 panel B, there is a weakly significant effect (at the 10% level of significance) due to asymmetry, with 

average appropriation being higher in the asymmetric decision setting.   
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12 Based on the first order beliefs, for the DPD games, the percentage of subjects that forecasted a group 

appropriation greater than 50 tokens is 26.56% for DPD-LowPB, 39.84% for DPD-MedPB, 53.13% for DPD-

HighPB,  20.31% for DPD-Asym(PB=0.6) and 20.31% for DPD-Asym(PB=1.4) 

13 For the asymmetric treatment condition DPD-Asym(pooled), individual specific PB values were used  for 

computing MNB . The results for the perceived  MNB  at the individual level are robust to computing the value 

of the MNB  based only on forecasts of the other 3 group members’ appropriation.  

14 In order to assess the potential existence of interaction effects between asymmetry and probabilistic 

degradation, an additional analysis for the pooled asymmetric treatment was conducted that included a dummy 

variable for low-PB, the continuous variable MNB , and the interaction of these two variables. As expected, the 

coefficients found in this analysis correspond to those presented in columns 4 and 5 of Table 6. The constant 

term and the coefficients for the low-PB dummy and the MNB  variable are statistically significant. The 

interaction term, however, is not significant. Thus, the latter result does not support the existence of robust 

differential responses to MNB  between high and low-PB subjects in the asymmetric treatments. 
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PANEL A 

 
PANEL B 

 

Figure 1. Appropriation as a function of private benefits  
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Figure 2. Contrasting appropriation in symmetric and asymmetric decision settings
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Table 1. Decision Settings: names and parameters 
 

DD Games 

Decision 
Setting 

Group Fund 
value: g 

Private Fund 
value: PB 

Marginal net benefit from appropriation 

(MNB) 

DD-MedPB 2 1 0.5 

DD-HighPB 2 1.4 0.9 

DD-LowPB 2 0.6 0.1 

  DD-Asym 
(pooled PB) 

2 
1.4 or 0.6 

(average 1) 
0.9 or 0.1 

(average 0.5) 

DPD Games 

Decision 
Setting 

Group Fund 
value: g 

Private Fund 
value: PB 

Marginal net benefit from appropriation 
(MNB) 

DPD-MedPB 2 1 0.5 − 0.0025 100 − 2 𝑧  

DPD-HighPB 2 1.4 0.9 − 0.0025 100 − 2 𝑧  

DPD-LowPB 2 0.6 0.1 − 0.0025 100 − 2 𝑧  

DPD-Asym 
(pooled PB) 

2 
1.4 or 0.6 

(average 1) 
(0.9 𝑜𝑟 0.1) − 0.0025 100 − 2 𝑧  

 
Marginal net gains are calculated using equations 2 and 4 with the specific parameter values in each decision setting 
for PB, as well as, L=50%, p=1%, t=100, and g/n= 0.5. 
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Table 2. Individual and group level appropriation, efficiency and forecasts  
PANEL A – DD Games 

Decision 
Settting 

Average individual 
appropriation 
(0–25 tokens) 

Average group 
appropriation 

(0–100 tokens) 

Frequency of 
maximum 
allowable 

appropriation 

Frequency of 
zero 

appropriation 

Average 

Efficiency 
(0–100%) 

Forecast of 
individual 

appropriation 
(0–25 tokens) 

DD-MedPB 11.27 (8.71) 45.09 (17.83) 14.06% 17.97% 54.91% 13.00 (6.75) 

DD-HighPB 14.07 (8.96) 56.28 (21.34) 23.44% 9.38% 43.72% 15.28 (6.94) 

DD-LowPB 9.44 (8.95) 37.75 (16.39) 10.94% 28.91% 62.25% 10.38 (6.49) 

DD-Asym 

(pooled PB) 

12.21 (8.91) 
for PBi = 1.4 
14.45 (8.44) 
for PBi = 0.6 
9.97 (8.86) 

48.84 (18.19) 17.97% 
for PBi = 1.4 

25% 
for PBi = 0.6 

10.94% 

13.28% 
for PBi = 1.4 

4.69% 
for PBi = 0.6 

21.88% 

54.74% 
 
 

12.86 (6.12) 
for PBi = 1.4 
15.15 (7.26) 
for PBi = 0.6 
10.57 (6.88) 

PANEL B – DPD Games 

Decision 
Setting 

Average individual 
appropriation 

(0–25 tokens) 

Average group 
appropriation 

(0–100 tokens) 

Frequency of 
maximum 
allowable 

appropriation 

Frequency of 
zero 

appropriation 

Average 
Efficiency 

(0–100%) 

Forecast of 
individual 

appropriation 
(0–25 tokens) 

DPD-MedPB 9.80 (8.31) 39.22 (18.46) 9.38% 22.66% 36.94% 11.31 (6.55) 

DPD-HighPB 12.03 (8.59) 48.13 (17.93) 16.41% 11.72% 10.26% 13.16 (6.67) 

DPD-LowPB 7.86 (8.29) 31.44 (16.83) 7.81% 32.03% 53.16% 9.76 (6.81) 

DPD-Asym 

(pooled PB) 

10.81 (8.46) 
for PBi = 1.4 
12.66 (8.11) 
for PBi = 0.6 
8.97 (8.46) 

43.25 (16.31) 9.38% 
for PBi = 1.4 

9.38% 
for PBi = 0.6 

9.38% 

16.41% 
for PBi = 1.4 

 4.69% 
for PBi = 0.6 

28.12% 

35.15% 
 

 

11.47 (6.24) 
for PBi = 1.4 
13.27 (6.92) 
for PBi = 0.6 
9.67 (7.04) 

Standard deviations in parentheses. 
Group appropriation is based on groups formed randomly at the beginning of the experiment. Group composition is the same for all decision settings. 
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Table 3. Differences in means and paired t-test comparisons between decision settings.  
PANEL A – DD Games 

Individual decisions DD-LowPB DD-MedPB DD-HighPB DD-Asym(PB=0.6) 
DD-LowPB ---    

DD-MedPB 1.836 
t= 3.053 (0.003) 

---   

DD-HighPB  4.633 
t= 5.987 (0.000) 

2.797 
t= 4.935 (0.000) 

---  

DD-Asym(PB=0.6)c 0.516 
t=1.606 (0.113) 

-1.469 
t= -3.360 (0.001) 

-3.640 
t= -3.360 (0.001) 

--- 

DD-Asym(PB=1.4)c 
5.031 

t= 5.019 (0.000) 
3.344 

t= 4.896 (0.000) 
0.0781 

t= 0.135 (0.893) 
4.484 

t= 2.931a (0.004) 

DD-Asym(pooled PB) 
2.773 

t= 4.384 (0.000) 
0.938 

t= 1.544 (0.125) 
-1.859 

t= -2.941 (0.004) 
---b 

PANEL B – DPD Games 
Individual decisions DPD-LowPB DPD-MedPB DPD-HighPB DPD-Asym(PB=0.6) 
DPD-LowPB ---    

DPD-MedPB 1.945 
t= 3.566 (0.000) 

---   

DPD-HighPB  4.172 
t= 5.665 (0.000) 

2.227 
t= 4.340 (0.000) 

---  

DPD-Asym(PB=0.6)c 1.063 
t=1.304 (0.197) 

-0.875 
t=-1.169 (0.247) 

-3.047 
t= -2.823 (0.006) 

--- 

DPD-Asym(PB=1.4)c 
4.844 

t= 4.848 (0.000) 
2.891 

t=4.007 (0.000) 
0.609 

t= 1.120 (0.267) 
3.688 

t= 2.516a (0.013) 

DPD-Asym(pooled PB) 
2.953 

t= 4.450 (0.000) 
1.008 

t= 1.853 (0.066) 
-1.219 

t= -1.955 (0.053) 
--- b 

p- values in parenthesis. Differences in means are constructed from the perspective of the treatment outcome in the row cell minus the treatment outcome in the 
corresponding column cell. 
a Given the experimental design, these t-tests are based on differences in unpaired means. Individual subjects did not participate in both the high and low PB 
conditions in the asymmetric treatments. 
b These comparisons do not apply. The DD-Asym(pooled PB) and DPD-Asym(pooled PB) are constructed with the decisions of subjects from the low and high 
PB values in the asymmetric treatments.  
c The computations in these rows are based on 64 observations per sample. In the asymmetric treatment conditions, half of the subjects were in the low PB 
condition and half were in the high PB condition. 
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Table 4. Differences in means and paired t-tests between individual appropriation in DPD 
and DD games. 
  
 DPD-DD 

LowPB 
DPD-DD 
MedPB 

DPD-DD 
HighPB 

DPD-DD 
Asym 
(PB=0.6) 

DPD-DD 
Asym 
(PB=1.4) 

DPD-DD 
Asym 
(pooled PB) 

Mean 
difference -1.578 -1.469 -2.039 -1.000 -1.797 -1.398 

paired t-tests  t= -2.339 
(0.021) 

t= -1.957 
(0.053) 

t=  -3.128 
(0.002) 

t= -1.163 
(0.249) 

t=  -1.897 
(0.062) 

t= -2.192 
(0.030) 

Observations 128 128 128 64 64 128 

p-values in parentheses 
 
Table 5. OLS: dependent variable — Difference in individual appropriation DPD-DD  
 

 
DPD-DD 
LowPB 

DPD-DD 
MedPB 

DPD-DD 
HighPB 

DPD-DD 
Asym 
(PB=0.6) 

DPD-DD 
Asym 
(PB=1.4) 

DPD-DD 
Asym 
(pooled PB) 

Intercept -2.543 
(0.001) 

-3.844 
(0.000) 

-5.050 
(0.000) 

-2.073  
(0.055) 

-3.632  
(0.003) 

-2.823 
(0.000) 

DUM>50 3.631 
(0.017) 

5.962 
(0.000) 

5.668  
(0.000) 

2.986  
(0.096) 

4.516 
(0.018) 

3.721  
(0.004) 

        

Observations 128 128 128 64 64 128 

R2 0.045 0.119 0.148 0.044 0.087 0.063 

p-values in parentheses 
 
Table 6. OLS: dependent variable — Difference in individual appropriation DPD-DD  
 

 

DPD-DD 
LowPB 

DPD-DD 
MedPB 

DPD-DD 
HighPB 

DPD-DD 
Asym 
(PB=0.6) 

DPD-DD 
Asym 
(PB=1.4) 

DPD-DD 
Asym 
(pooled PB) 

Intercept -2.132 
(0.002) 

-13.743 
(0.000) 

-19.667 
(0.000) 

-1.851 
(0.068) 

-18.828 
(0.006) 

-1.587 
(0.104) 

𝑀𝑁𝐵  15.544 
(0.002) 

26.188 
(0.000) 

19.425 
(0.000) 

11.149 
(0.108) 

19.352 
(0.012) 

0.395 
(0.796) 

       

Observations 128 128 128 64 64 128 

R2 0.074 0.159 0.118 0.041 0.099 0.001 

p-values in parentheses  
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Appendix A: Instructions 
 

WELCOME 

The instructions which follow describe 8 decision making situations (1 to 8). Please read the instructions 

carefully, as your decisions and the decisions of others in the experiment will affect your final earnings. 

No Talking Allowed  

Now that the experiment has begun, we ask that you do not talk.  If you have a question after reading the 

instructions, please raise your hand and the monitor will approach you and answer your question in private. 

After being seated a packet with instructions will be distributed to each person. In your packet you will find 

your participant number. Your number is your private information; do not display it to other participants. 

Experiment Instructions 

In this experiment, you will make choices in 8 independent decision situations. After the experiment is over, we 

will randomly pick only one of the 8 decision situations for computing your cash earnings. 

 You will receive specific instructions for each decision situation. 

 Before making decisions for each decision situation, you will answer a short quiz designed to check 

your understanding of the decision situations. After all participants finish each quiz the monitor will 

provide the solutions in public and answer questions privately. 

 At any point during decision-making, you will have the opportunity to review and (if you wish) change 

any of the choices that you have already made. After all participants have had time to finalize their 

decisions, the monitor will announce the end of the experiment, after which no one will be allowed to 

change their decisions.  

 After all decisions are final, the monitor will randomly pick one of the 8 decision situations for 

computing earnings. The draw will be made by picking a card out of a shuffled deck of cards numbered 

from 1 to 8. The drawing will be made in public, at the front of the room. 

 Groups of 4 persons have been randomly created based on participant numbers.  

 Your cash earnings will depend on your decisions and the decisions of the other three participants with 

whom you are grouped. 

 Your decisions and earnings are your private information. These decisions will be recorded only by 

your participant number and not your name. You will be informed of the decisions of the other 

participants for your group only for the decision situation chosen for computing earnings. However, 

you will not know the identities (names or numbers) of the participants who made those decisions. 

 All decision situations are described in Experimental Currency Units (ECUs). At the end of the 

experiment you will be paid in cash at a rate of 600 pesos for every ECU you earn. 

 In addition to your earnings from the experiment, you will receive a “show-up” payment equal to 5000 

pesos. 

 You are free to leave at any point during the experiment, however if you decide to leave before the end 

of the experiment you will not be paid.  

 If you agree to participate you will need to sign a consent form.   
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 At the end of the experiment, while we are calculating your earnings, you will be asked to complete a 

short questionnaire. 

 The experiment will last approximately 2 hours. 

You are participant _______ for all decision situations. 

 

DECISION SITUATION 1 

In today’s experiment, you will have an Individual Fund and your group of four will have a Group Fund.  

STARTING BALANCES: Each group of four begins with 100 tokens placed in their initial Group Fund. Each 

token in the initial Group Fund is worth 2 ECUs. Thus, each group begins with an initial Group Fund worth 200 

ECUs. Each person begins with 0 tokens placed in his/her initial Individual Fund. 

DECISION TASK: Each person will decide privately whether or not to move tokens from the initial Group Fund 

to his/her own Individual Fund.  

Each person can move up to a maximum of 25 tokens from the initial Group Fund to his/her own Individual Fund. 

Each token that a person moves from the initial Group Fund increases the value of his/her own Individual Fund 

by 1 ECU. However, each token moved from the initial Group Fund reduces the value of the final Group Fund 

by 2 ECUs for his/her group. That is, the value of the final Group Fund is the result of subtracting from the initial 

Group Fund the sum of tokens removed by each participant in your group. Each person’s decision must be in 

whole tokens (0,1,2,3,4,5,..., 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 or 25). 

EARNINGS: In each group of four, an individual’s earnings will be the sum of the value of that person’s 

Individual Fund plus a fourth (¼) of the value of the final Group Fund; meaning each subject gets a return of 0.5 

ECUs from each token in the final Group Fund. 

 

Three examples to illustrate individual earnings: 

 If a person moves 0 tokens from the initial Group Fund, that increases the value of his/her own 

Individual Fund by 0 ECUs and reduces the resulting value of the final Group Fund by 0 ECUs (0 

tokens moved x 2 ECUs per token moved).  

 If a person moves 10 tokens from the initial Group Fund, that increases the value of his/her own 

Individual Fund by 10 ECUs and reduces the resulting value of the final Group Fund by 20 ECUs (10 

tokens moved x 2 ECUs per token moved).  

 If a person moves 25 tokens from the initial Group Fund, that increases the value of his/her own 

Individual Fund by 25 ECUs and reduces the resulting value of the final Group Fund by 50 ECUs (25 

tokens moved x 2 ECUs per token moved). 

 

Three additional examples to illustrate group earnings: 

 If a group moves 0 tokens from the initial Group Fund, that yields a final Group Fund with a  value 

of 200 ECUs (200 ECUs minus 0 tokens moved x 2 ECUs per token moved). 
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 If a group moves 50 tokens from the initial Group Fund, that yields a final Group Fund with a  value 

of 100 ECUs (200 ECUs minus 50 tokens moved x 2 ECUs per token moved). 

 If a group moves 100 tokens from the initial Group Fund, that yields a final Group Fund with a  value 

of 0 ECUs (200 ECUs minus 100 tokens moved x 2 ECUs per token moved). 

 

Quiz 1: 

1.1. In Decision Situation 1, the starting value of your Individual Fund is ____ ECUs. 

1.2. In Decision Situation 1, the starting value of the initial Group Fund is _____ ECUs.  

1.3. In Decision Situation 1, each token you move from the initial Group Fund increases the value of your 

Individual Fund by ____ ECUs and reduces the value of the final Group Fund by _____ ECUs.  

 

DECISION SITUATION 2 

Decision Situation 2 is the same as Decision Situation 1, except for the following change: Each token that a 

person moves from the initial Group Fund increases the value of his/her own Individual Fund by 1.4 ECU. 

Quiz 2: 

2.1. In Decision Situation 2, the starting value of your Individual Fund is ____ ECUs. 

2.2. In Decision Situation 2, the starting value of the initial Group Fund is _____ ECUs.  

2.3. In Decision Situation 2, each token you move from the initial Group Fund increases the value of your 

Individual Fund by ____ ECUs and reduces the value of the final Group Fund by _____ ECUs.  

 

DECISION SITUATION 3 

Decision Situation 3 is the same as Decision Situation 1, except for the following change: Each token that a 

person moves from the initial Group Fund increases the value of his/her own Individual Fund by 0.6 ECU. 

Quiz 3: 

3.1. In Decision Situation 3, the starting value of your Individual Fund is ____ ECUs. 

3.2. In Decision Situation 3, the starting value of the initial Group Fund is _____ ECUs.  

3.3. In Decision Situation 3, each token you move from the initial Group Fund increases the value of your 

Individual Fund by ____ ECUs and reduces the value of the final Group Fund by _____ ECUs.  

 

DECISION SITUATION 4 

Decision Situation 4 is the same as Decision Situation 1, except for the following change: Each token that a 

person moves from the initial Group Fund increases the value of his/her own Individual Fund. For two 

members of each group, tokens moved to the Individual Fund have a value of 0.6 ECUs. For the other two 

members of each group, tokens moved to the Individual Fund have a value of 1.4 ECUs. 

You will receive ____ ECUs for each token you move to your Individual Fund. 

Quiz 4: 

4.1. In Decision Situation 4, the starting value of your Individual Fund is ____ ECUs. 

4.2. In Decision Situation 4, the starting value of the initial Group Fund is _____ ECUs.  
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4.3. In Decision Situation 4, group members have different values for tokens moved to their Individual Fund. 

For you and one other group member the value is ____ ECUs. For the other two group members the value is 

_____ ECUs. 

4.4. In Decision Situation 4, each token you move from the initial Group Fund increases the value of your 

Individual Fund by ____ ECUs and reduces the value of the final Group Fund by _____ ECUs.  

 

DECISION SITUATION 5 

Decision Situation 5 is the same as Decision Situation 1, except for the following change: 

For each token removed from the initial Group Fund by a member of your four person group there is a 1% 

chance that the value of the final Group Fund is reduced by one-half. 

Two examples: 

 If 20 tokens were removed from the initial Group Fund, this would mean there is a 20% chance that 

the value of the final Group Fund will be 80 ECUs (½ of 200 ECUs minus 20 tokens removed x 2 

ECUs per token moved) and a 80% chance that the value of the final Group Fund remains at 160 

ECUs (200 ECUs minus 20 tokens removed x 2 ECUs per token moved). 

 If 60 tokens were removed from the initial Group Fund, this would mean there is a 60% chance that 

the value of the final Group Fund will be 40 (½ of 200 ECUs minus 60 tokens removed x 2 ECUs per 

token moved) and a 40% chance that the value of the final Group Fund remains at 80 ECUs (200 

ECUs minus 60 tokens removed x 2 ECUs per token moved). 

  

Otherwise, all other aspects are the same as in Decision Situation 1. Thus, each token that you remove from the 

initial Group Fund increases the value of your Individual Fund by 1 ECU and reduces the value of the Group 

Fund by 2 ECUs. 

After all decisions are made, if Decision 5 is randomly drawn for determining cash earnings, the following 

procedure will be followed. 

 A deck of cards numbered 1-100 will be displayed and shuffled. One card will be drawn from the deck 

of cards by the monitor. The drawing will be made in public, at the front of the room.  

 For each group of four, if the card drawn is less than or equal to the number of tokens removed from the 

initial Group Fund, the value of the final Group Fund will be reduced by half (½) of its ending value. If 

the card drawn is greater than the number of tokens removed from the initial Group Fund, then the value 

of the final Group Fund will not be reduced. 

 

EARNINGS: In each group of four, an individual’s earnings will be the sum of the value of that person’s 

Individual Fund plus a fourth (¼) of the value of the final Group Fund for his/her group; meaning each subject 

gets a return of 0.5 ECUs from each token in the final Group Fund.  

Three examples to illustrate group earnings: 

 If a group moves 0 tokens from the initial Group Fund, that yields a final Group Fund of value 200 

ECUs. In this case we will not draw a card from the deck of cards. The value of the final Group Fund 

will remain at 200 ECUs. 
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 If a group moves 60 tokens from the initial Group Fund, that yields a final Group Fund with a value 

of 80 ECUs (200 ECUs minus 60 tokens moved x 2 ECUs per token moved). In this case, we will 

draw one card from the deck of cards. If the card drawn is less than or equal to 60 (number of tokens 

removed), the value of the final Group Fund will be reduced to 40 ECUs (½ of its ending value, (½ 

of 80 ECUs). If the card drawn is greater than 60, then the value of the final Group Fund will remain 

at 80 ECUs.  

 If a group moves 100 tokens from the initial Group Fund, that yields a final Group Fund with a  value 

of 0 ECUs (200 ECUs minus 100 tokens moved x 2 ECUs per token moved). In this case, we will not 

draw a card from the deck of cards. The value of the final Group Fund will remain at 0 ECUs. 

 

Quiz 5: 

5.1. In Decision Situation 5 the starting value of your Individual Fund is ____ ECUs. 

5.2. In Decision Situation 5, the starting value of the initial Group Fund is _____ ECUs.  

5.3. In Decision Situation 5, each token you move from the initial Group Fund increases the value of your 

Individual Fund by ____ ECUs and reduces the value of the final Group Fund by _____ ECUs. In addition, 

each token a group member removes from the initial Group Fund increases the chances that the final Group 

Fund will lose ½ of its value by _____ %. 

 

DECISION SITUATION 6 

Decision Situation 6 is the same as Decision Situation 5, except for the following change: Each token that a 

person moves from the initial Group Fund increases the value of his/her own Individual Fund by 1.4 ECUs. 

Remember: For each token removed from the initial Group Fund by a member of your four person group there 

is a 1% chance that the value of the final Group Fund is reduced by one-half. 

Quiz 6: 

6.1 In Decision Situation 6, the starting value of your Individual Fund is ____ ECUs. 

6.2. In Decision Situation 6, the starting value of the initial Group Fund is _____ ECUs.  

6.3. In Decision Situation 6, each token you move from the initial Group Fund increases the value of your 

Individual Fund by ____ ECUs and reduces the value of the final Group Fund by _____ ECUs. In addition, 

each token a group member removes from the initial Group Fund increases the chances that the final Group 

Fund will lose ½ of its value by _____ %. 

 

DECISION SITUATION 7 

Decision Situation 7 is the same as Decision Situation 5, except for the following change: Each token that a 

person moves from the initial Group Fund increases the value of his/her own Individual Fund by 0.6 ECUs. 

Remember: For each token removed from the initial Group Fund by a member of your four person group there 

is a 1% chance that the value of the final Group Fund is reduced by one-half. 

Quiz 7: 

7.1 In Decision Situation 7, the starting value of your Individual Fund is ____ ECUs. 

7.2. In Decision Situation 7, the starting value of the initial Group Fund is _____ ECUs.  
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7.3. In Decision Situation 7, each token you move from the initial Group Fund increases the value of your 

Individual Fund by ____ ECUs and reduces the value of the final Group Fund by _____ ECUs. In addition, 

each token a group member removes from the initial Group Fund increases the chances that the final Group 

Fund will lose ½ of its value by _____ %. 

 

DECISION SITUATION 8 

Decision Situation 8 is the same as Decision Situation 5, except for the following change: Each token that a 

person moves from the initial Group Fund increases the value of his/her own Individual Fund. For two 

members of each group, tokens moved to the Individual Fund have a value of 0.6 ECUs. For the other two 

members of each group, tokens moved to the Individual Fund have a value of 1.4 ECUs. 

You will receive ____ ECUs for each token you move to your Individual Fund. 

Remember: For each token removed from the initial Group Fund by a member of four person group there is a 

1% chance that the value of the final Group Fund is reduced by one-half. 

Quiz 8: 

8.1. In Decision Situation 8, the starting value of your Individual Fund is ____ ECUs. 

8.2. In Decision Situation 8, the starting value of the Group Fund is _____ ECUs.  

8.3. In Decision Situation 8, group members have different values for tokens moved to their Individual Fund. 

For you and one other group member the value is ____ ECUs. For the other two group members the value is 

_____ ECUs. 

8.4. In Decision Situation 8, each token you move from the initial Group Fund increases the value of your 

Individual Fund by ____ ECUs and reduces the value of the final Group Fund by _____ ECUs. In addition, 

each token a group member removes from the initial Group Fund increases the chances that the final Group 

Fund will lose ½ of its value by _____ %. 
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Decision Sheet: Participant number ___________   
 
For each decision situation: Write in the number of tokens you wish to move from the initial Group Fund to 
your individual Fund. 
 

Decision 
Situations 

Number of tokens   
you wish to move from the Initial Group Fund to your Individual Fund 

   
 
Decision 1 Tokens in the Individual Fund have a value of 1 ECU.  

Tokens in the initial Group Fund have a value of 2 ECUs.  

 
 

____________ 
 
Decision 2 

Tokens in the Individual Fund have a value of 1.4 ECU.  

Tokens in the Initial Group Fund have a value of 2 ECUs.  

 
 
    ____________ 

 
Decision 3 Tokens in the Individual Fund have a value of 0.6 ECU.  

Tokens in the initial Group Fund have a value of 2 ECUs.  

 
 
    ____________ 

 
Decision 4 Tokens in the Individual Fund have a value of  .6 or 1.4 

ECUs 

Tokens in your Individual Fund have a value of ___ ECUs.  

Tokens in the initial Group Fund have a value of 2 ECUs.  

 
 
 
 
    ____________ 

 
Decision 5 

Tokens in the Individual Fund have a value of 1 ECU.  

Tokens in the Initial Group Fund have a value of 2 ECUs.  

For each token removed from the initial Group Fund by a 
four person group there is a 1% chance that the value of the 
final Group Fund is reduced by one-half. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
    ____________ 

 
Decision 6 Tokens in the Individual Fund have a value of 1.4 ECU.  

Tokens in the initial Group Fund have a value of 2 ECUs.  

For each token removed from the initial Group Fund by a 
four person group there is a 1% chance that the value of the 
final Group Fund is reduced by one-half. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
    ____________ 

 
Decision 7 Tokens in the Individual Fund have a value of 0.6 ECU.  

Tokens in the initial Group Fund have a value of 2 ECUs.  

For each token removed from the initial Group Fund by a 
four person group there is a 1% chance that the value of the 
final Group Fund is reduced by one-half. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
    ____________ 

 
Decision 8 

Tokens in the Individual Fund have a value of .6 or 1.4 
ECUs. 

Tokens in your Individual Fund have a value of ___ ECUs.  

Tokens in the initial Group Fund have a value of 2 ECUs.  

For each token removed from the initial Group Fund by a 
four person group there is a 1% chance that the value of the 
final Group Fund is reduced by one-half. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    ____________ 
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BONUS QUESTION 

 

In this section, you will be asked to forecast (for each decision setting) the per person average number of tokens 

(not including your decision) moved from the Group Fund to the Individual Fund (a number between 0 and 25). 

If you want, your forecast may include up to two decimals.  In addition to your earnings from one of the 8 decision 

making situations, we will pay you an extra bonus depending on how close your forecast is to the actual average 

number of tokens moved to the Individual Fund by members of your group.  

Your bonus earnings will be determined in the following way: If your forecast of the per person average number 

of tokens moved from the Group Fund to the Individual Fund (for the chosen decision situation) is equal to or not 

more than 1 token away from the actual average , you will earn an additional 8,000 pesos. If your forecast is more 

than 1 token away from the average you will earn 3,000 pesos divided by the (absolute) distance between your 

forecast and the actual average moved from the Group Fund. 

 

Decision 
Situations 

Per person average number of tokens moved  by the other 3 members of your group from the 
Group Fund to the Individual Fund (a number between 0 and 25) 

Decision 1 
Per Person Average number of tokens moved in your group from the Group 
Fund to the Individual Fund (not including your decision) 

 
____________ 

Decision2 Per Person Average number of tokens moved in your group from the Group 
Fund to the Individual Fund (not including your decision) 

  
____________ 

Decision 3 Per Person Average number of tokens moved in your group from the Group 
Fund to the Individual Fund (not including your decision) 

  
____________ 

Decision 4 a) Per Person Average number of tokens moved from the Group Fund to the 
Individual Fund (not including your decision) by members of your group 
having an Individual Fund value of 0.6 UME  ____________ 

  

b) Per Person Average number of tokens moved from the Group Fund to the 
Individual Fund (not including your decision) by members of your group 
having an Individual Fund value of 1.4 UME 

 
 
____________ 

Decision 5 Per Person Average number of tokens moved in your group from the Group 
Fund to the Individual Fund (not including your decision) 

  
____________ 

Decision 6 Per Person Average number of tokens moved in your group from the Group 
Fund to the Individual Fund (not including your decision) 

  
____________ 

Decision 7 Per Person Average number of tokens moved in your group from the Group 
Fund to the Individual Fund (not including your decision) 

  
____________ 

Decision 8 a) Per Person Average number of tokens moved from the Group Fund to the 
Individual Fund (not including your decision) by members of your group 
having an Individual Fund value of 0.6 UME  

 
____________ 

  

b) Per Person Average number of tokens moved from the Group Fund to the 
Individual Fund (not including your decision) by members of your group 
having an Individual Fund value of 1.4 UME 

  
____________ 
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Abstract
This experimental study examines variations in the opportunity cost of conserva-
tion(the foregone private earnings from appropriation) in two linear appropriation
gamesthat include symmetric and asymmetric subject payoffs. In the first game,
appropria-tion leads to deterministic degradation in the value of the commons. In
the secondgame, appropriation leads to both deterministic and probabilistic catas-
trophic de-gradation, introducing endogenous uncertainty in the value of the op-
portunity costof conserving the commons. The experimental design abstracts away
from path-dependent group dynamics that allow for reputation building. Instead
the design isbuilt around a one-shot, within subject, decision setting in which there
is no poten-tial to observe others decisions or signal oneâTMs own intentions. In
summary, subjectssystematically decrease appropriation the lower the opportunity
cost of conserva-tion, and in decision settings with asymmetric game parameters,
subjects appearto react primarily to their own marginal incentives rather than oth-
ers. Moreover,the addition of probabilistic degradation leads to further decreases in
appropriati-on. These decreases, however, are not large enough to offset decreases
in expectedefficiency due to expected losses in the value of the commons.
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